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Cost-aware coalitions for collaborative tracking in
resource-constrained camera networks

Juan C. SanMiguel and Andrea Cavallaro

Abstract—We propose an approach to create camera coalitions
in resource-constrained camera networks and demonstrate it for
collaborative target tracking. We cast coalition formation as a
decentralized resource allocation process where the best cameras
among those viewing a target are assigned to a coalition based
on marginal utility theory. A manager is dynamically selected to
negotiate with cameras whether they will join the coalition and to
coordinate the tracking task. This negotiation is based not only on
the utility brought by each camera to the coalition but also on the
associated cost (i.e. additional processing and communication).
Experimental results and comparisons using simulations and
real data show that the proposed approach outperforms related
state-of-the-art methods by improving tracking accuracy in cost-
free settings. Moreover, under resource limitations the proposed
approach controls the tradeoff between accuracy and cost, and
achieves energy savings with only a minor reduction in accuracy.

Index Terms—camera network, coalition, utility, cost, tracking.

I. INTRODUCTION

Networks of wireless cameras with embedded capabilities
for sensing, processing and communication enable emerging
pervasive and mobile applications in many areas such as en-
vironment monitoring and human-computer interaction [1][2].
Fixed cameras can cooperate wirelessly with mobile battery-
powered cameras to capture closer views of selected ob-
jects [3]. Cameras in large networks may interact locally
forming coalitions to provide coordinated decisions across
neighboring cameras. Coalitions can benefit target tracking [4],
a key task in camera networks, where sets of cameras may
operate jointly using decentralized tracking [5].

Current solutions to manage multiple cameras employ
centralized [6][7][8][9][10] or decentralized [11][12][13][14]
architectures. Centralized approaches have limited scalability
and often cast the problem as a global resource allocation.
Decentralized proposals rely on camera ranking [11][13][14]
or local interaction [12]. Cameras are grouped according
to criteria such as camera-target distance [12][14], Field of
View (FOV) overlap [8], inter-view target matching [11][13],
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occlusion-free views [9] and user preferences [7]. Cameras are
assumed to provide accurate data and to contribute equally to
the coalition, which may not be true due to errors and view
variability across cameras. Coalition formation requires iden-
tifying the best cameras over time. Moreover, collaboration
costs of forming and operating camera coalitions are generally
not defined [11][13][7][9][14], thus limiting the use of existing
approaches in resource-constrained camera networks.

In this paper, we propose a framework for camera-coalition
formation that simultaneously accounts for benefits and costs
of camera collaboration. We cast coalition formation as a
resource allocation problem where cameras are available net-
work resources. A greedy decentralized approach quantifies
the expected benefit of cameras joining the coalition via their
utility for tracking a target. Coalition costs are defined based
on the energy required for communication and processing. Us-
ing marginal utility theory [15], we estimate the contribution of
each camera for the tracking task for their efficient allocation
to a coalition. A coalition manager negotiates with cameras
when their utility justifies the associated cost of joining a
coalition. Cameras participate in a coalition until exhaustion
of their capabilities, measured as load and remaining energy.
The coalition is formed and updated as the target moves, thus
adapting to resource and environment changes. Simulations
and real-data experiments show that the proposed approach
improves related works for coalition formation and tracking.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses the
related work and Section III states the addressed problem.
Section IV overviews the proposed framework for coalition-
based tracking and Section V describes the proposed approach
for coalition formation. Section VI presents the experimental
results and Section VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Coalitions in camera networks can be formed statically (at
system initialization) or dynamically (at predefined intervals or
driven by external events) [11]. We are interested in dynamic
approaches to create event-driven coalitions for target tracking.
These approaches can be based on centralized optimization,
decentralized rankings or local interaction (Table I).

Centralized optimization maximizes functions that quantify
target location accuracy [6][17][9] or visibility [10]. Such
optimization is often restricted to small-size networks as its
explores all the combinations of cameras to form a coali-
tion [6][17]. Greedy approaches reduce such complexity by
sequentially expanding the coalition only with cameras max-
imizing certain criteria [9][10]. Centralized approaches need
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Table I
SUMMARY OF MAIN APPROACHES FOR COALITION FORMATION IN TARGET TRACKING. KEY. DIS: DISTRIBUTED; DEC: DECENTRALIZED; CEN:

CENTRALIZED; O: OPTIMIZATION; R: RANKING; LI: LOCAL INTERACTION.

Ref. Scheme Type Approach Multiple Accuracy Collaborative Costs Resources
cameras indicators processing Comms Process Battery Load

[11] DEC R Distance grouping
√ √

[12] DEC LI Auction
√ √

[13] DEC R Feature grouping
√ √ √

[6] CEN O Full optimization
√ √ √ √

[16] CEN O Full optimization
√

[7] CEN LI Game-theory
√ √

[17] CEN O Full optimization
√ √

[9] CEN O Greedy optimization
√ √ √

[14] DEC LI Auction
√

[10] CEN O Greedy optimization
√ √ √

Proposed DEC LI Greedy optimization
√ √ √ √ √ √ √

a global network view, including for example, the knowledge
of the number of targets and available resources [9].

Decentralized rankings select top-ranked cameras based
on camera-target distance [11] or feature matching such as
orientation [13]. Distance-based criteria require accurate target
state estimations to create coalitions whereas feature-based
criteria rely on matching accuracy. Each camera sends target-
related data to neighboring cameras to decide whether to join
the coalition. These approaches replicate the computational
cost needed to transmit data for distributed decision making.

Local (pair-wise) interaction enables scalability at network
and target level. Such interaction can be decentralized or
distributed if some or none of the cameras act as coordinators,
respectively. For example, the contract net protocol is used to
create coalitions via decentralized auction schemes (announce,
bid and select) [12]. Optimal allocation of shared resources
is solved via centralized Constraint Satisfaction that has the
limitations of centralized optimization. Auctions are also used
to handover targets between cameras based on camera-target
distance and only the closest camera is selected to track [14].
Centralized interaction can also rely on game theory such as
the bargaining of cameras in a multi-player game to maximize
the network utility aligned to user-defined criteria over the
target [7]. The highest-utility camera is used for tracking
without collaboration among cameras in the coalition [7][14].

The interaction between mobile and fixed cameras implicitly
imposes resource constraints as mobile cameras are battery-
powered and communicate wirelessly [18]. The resources
required to collaborate should be used to create the coalition as
collaboration may imply costs not justified by the associated
performance improvements. Resource constraints are used to
select cameras that are idle [12], have high remaining battery
level [6] or have available resources [8]. These approaches do
not consider collaboration costs and coalitions are based on
individual camera resources. Other approaches define compu-
tational [16] and transmission [19] costs without collaborative
processing, thus decreasing the benefits of coalitions.

Similar approaches also exist for coalitions in wireless
sensor networks [20][21]. These methods assume known sen-
sor accuracy and allocate sensors to targets by considering
load [20] and energy [21] constraints. However, such detailed
sensor knowledge may not be available in camera networks.
Moreover, coalition assignments use distributed optimization

based on global network information. This approach may limit
scalability and requires high computational costs. Instead, the
proposed approach only estimates camera utilities and employs
local interaction without requiring any global data. Unlike
the homogeneous collaborative processing [11][13], we weight
coalition collaboration based on cameras’ utilities. We propose
a framework to model utilities and costs of camera coalitions,
whereas related works in camera networks only describe cost-
free coalitions [12][9][10][14]. While camera battery levels are
used [6], collaboration costs are not modeled. Finally, unlike
centralized approaches [6][8][9][10], we define a decentralized
scheme for fast allocation of cameras to the coalition.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Let Ω = {c1, ..., cN} be a network of N cameras. We
consider networks of calibrated and resource-limited wireless
cameras. We suppose synchronized and delay-free communi-
cation with a range twice the Field of View (FOV) range and
that cameras viewing the same target (i.e. overlapping FOVs)
can directly communicate. Cameras with non-overlapping
FOVs may communicate via look-up tables [22] or adaptive
transmission ranges [23]. We use the index k to define the
time steps when target measurements are captured. Let xk be
the state of a moving target defined as xk = [x, y, ẋ, ẏ], where
(x, y) is the target center and (ẋ, ẏ) is the target velocity. The
measurements obtained by each ci are zki = [zi,x, zi,y].

Let Lk be a subset of cameras ci viewing the target at k:

Lk = {ci : ci ∈ Ω, 1 ≤ i ≤ N}, 0 ≤
∣∣Lk∣∣ ≤ N, (1)

where |·| is the set cardinality (size). Lk can be obtained using
external calibration data [22] or by matching distinguishable
targets across camera views using for example color his-
tograms [11]. Target-to-measurement association is considered
given for each camera (no clutter).

For tracking a target, sub-sets of cameras are grouped into
a time-varying coalition Ck at each k:

Ck = {cj : cj ∈ Lk, 1 ≤ j ≤ N}, 0 ≤
∣∣Ck∣∣ ≤ ∣∣Lk∣∣ , (2)

where
∣∣Ck∣∣ is the coalition size. The goal is to automatically

identify Ck ⊆ Lk over time, i.e. the best set of cameras for
the coalition that can increase performance via collaboration.
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